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I. Introduction
In every edition of the report “Human Rights on the Southern Border” our Association
aims to present an overview of the level of respect for Human Rights afforded during
the management of migratory flows and border controls at the southern extremities of
the European Union. We normally extend our remit to include a variety of geographical
locations at this Southern Border, which have been of particular relevance during the year in
question. However, in our report “Human Rights on the Southern Border 2014” we realized
that it was necessary to focus almost exclusively on one particular situation, that of Ceuta
and Melilla, over a longer timeframe.
Undoubtedly, the significant factors in our decision to use the aforementioned format in
the current report were the incident of 6th February this year at El Tarajal beach in Ceuta
where at least 15 people died when the Guardia Civil (militarized police force) acted to
prevent an attempted irregular entry into Spanish territory, and the subsequent disastrous
handling of the affair by the Spanish Government. But the ultimate aim of this report is
explicitly to emphasise that this affair was not an isolated incident or an unfortunate oneoff accident but, on the contrary, represents the direct consequence of more than two
decades of political, legal and police activity to control the borders of Ceuta and Melilla,
during which any genuine concern for the respect of fundamental human rights has been
conspicuous by its absence.
Since the beginning of the 1990s, when the first Sub-Saharan migrants arrived in the Spanish
enclaves in North Africa, the border control policies that both cities have with Morocco and
their immigrant “integration” policies have been characterised by an exclusively “policing”
perspective, interspersed with shamefully inappropriate behaviour by a country which likes
to present itself as democratic and operating under the rule of law. Unfortunately, there are
numerous examples of such behaviour: undignified overcrowding in unhealthy conditions
(the ramparts of El Ángulo and Calamocarro in Ceuta, or La Granja in Melilla), irregular
expulsions breaching national and international legislation (including sedation, expulsion
of minors and direct return to the Moroccan security forces without any legal proceedings)
and the use of methods to prevent irregular entry which put the life and physical integrity
of immigrants at risk (razor wire, the use of live ammunition during the events of 2005 and
anti-riot equipment this year).
We at APDHA believe that this spiral of human rights violations must be stopped immediately.
Calls from the Spanish Government for the involvement of the European Union and the signing
of government agreements which reinforce the policing perspective and the fortification
of the borders are doomed to fail in their attempts to curb migratory flows, resulting in
ever more suffering and death. Other migration and border control policies, respectful of
Human Rights, are possible and in the conclusion of this report we propose some alternatives
towards achieving these goals, which in our opinion are reasonable and viable.
Maribel Mora Grande, General Coordinator of Asociación Pro Derechos Humanos de
Andalucía
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II. Ceuta y Melilla: prison cities, fences
of death
A. Immigration to Ceuta and Melilla. Historical and geographical context

1.

History of two cities embedded in conflict

CEUTA
The city of Ceuta was conquered by the Portuguese in 1415. The entire native population
of that time was expelled from the city, leaving it inhabited solely by the Portuguese.
In 1640, after the Spanish-Portuguese war, the people of Ceuta decided to remain
under the Spanish Crown, serving in the capacity of prison and border stronghold. This
defensive function was to define its development for more than three centuries1.

Ceuta in a engraving from 1563 (Cartographic Institute of Catalonia)

From the Portuguese occupation until the Protectorate, the city of Ceuta was in a
situation of permanent conflict with its surroundings, turning its back towards its
neighbours. In fact it was constantly under siege: from 1691 to 1727, in 1732, 1757,
1790-1791; and later in the Guerra de África (Hispano-Moroccan War) of 1859-1860. It
1
PLANET CONTRERAS, ANA I., “Melilla y Ceuta como ciudades de destino migratorio” in Atlas de la inmigración marroquí en España, 2004.
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was always in conflict with the surrounding inhabitants, who were dissatisfied with the
extent of its borders and the increasing use of the territory by Spain.
It is interesting to note the arrival of the first Muslims in Ceuta in 1792, almost four
centuries after the Portuguese occupation. These were the mogataces, a company of
native Moorish soldiers, who arrived as a result of the evacuation of Orán by Spain.
It was during the Protectorate (1912-1956) that the immigrant population began to
arrive in Ceuta, primarily from the provinces of Cadiz and Malaga but also, for the first
time, from the Rif. Currently, 41% of the population of Ceuta is of Maghreb2.
MELILLA
The city of Melilla was conquered by Pedro of Estopiñan in 1497, in the name of the
Ducal House of Medina Sidonia. In 1556, faced with the high cost of maintenance,
the Ducal House handed it over to the Spanish crown. As in the case of Ceuta, it
maintained its role as prison and frontier stronghold for centuries with scarcely any
civilian population.

Melilla in an engraving from 1860 (ICC)

Melilla’s history was also one of conflict and war with its surroundings. The Treaty
of Wad-Ras after the Hispano-Moroccan War (1859-1860) established the boundaries
of Melilla, which were not accepted by the people of the Rif and led to the Primera
Guerra del Rif (First Melillan Campaign) of 1893-1894. The boundary conflict with the
Rif people was repeated in 1909, during which serious incidents such as Barranco del
Lobo took place.
The Rif War (1911-1926) was the climax of the confrontations with the people of
the Rif, after the uprising against the Spanish occupation. An extraordinarily bloody
conflict for both sides, in which it was shown that mustard gas was used by the FrancoSpanish troops.

2

Demographic study by Unión de Comunidades Islámicas de España (UCIDE), 2009.
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Legionnaire troops showing heads of Rif people in 1922. Robert Letan Collection. Yndimedia
Barcelona

After the war and especially during the Protectorate, people of Maghrebi origin
gradually began to settle in Melilla, increasing in number until they exceeded those of
Spanish origin, to represent 51% of the population3.

2.

Mass demonstrations after the enactment of the Aliens Act of 1985

Throughout this time until the passing of the Aliens Act of 1985, a large proportion of
the people of Maghrebi origin settled in Ceuta and Melilla were living in an “irregular”
situation, either with a so-called tarjeta de estadística (“statistical” identity card),
which did not give access to any social, civil or political rights, or simply without any
documentation. Even the minority in possession of a DNI (national identity card) found
themselves socially excluded4.
With the passing of the Aliens Act of 19855, residents of Muslim origin in Ceuta and
Melilla who did not have Spanish nationality became treated as foreigners in their own
land. This was the best case scenario; for many others it resulted in expulsion.

3

Ídem.

4

“Legalizar Melilla” in El País, 11/05/1985. Accesible at http://elpais.com/diario/1985/05/11/espana/484610406_850215.html
5

Ley Orgánica 7/1985, of 1 July, concerning the rights and freedoms of foreigners in Spain.
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This led to impressive demonstrations, especially between October and December
1985, by people of Muslim origin claiming access to Spanish nationality with all its
rights and responsibilities.

One of the many demonstrations in Melilla in 1985. Enrique Nieto

The attitude of parts of the institutions, political parties and many Spanish citizens
was extraordinarily aggressive, leading to calls for demonstrations, exactly on 6th
December, Constitution Day, to “counterclaim” the right to keep Muslims as secondclass citizens.
Finally, in 1986, the government approved a process of nationalisation of all Muslims
with roots in Ceuta and Melilla, which was carried out, not without difficulty, between
1986 and 1990.

3.

The first Sub-Saharan immigrants in Ceuta and Melilla. The incidents at the
walls of the Ángulo fortress in Ceuta (1995)

The decade of the 1990s began with the arrival of the first pateras (small wooden
fishing boats) on the coast of Tarifa. In November 1989 the first shipwreck occurred on
the Los Lances beach, resulting in 11 deaths.
But the majority of those who arrived in pateras were of Moroccan origin. Few were
Sub-Saharan’s; 20% at the most. This was the start of the great war of repression
by Morocco against the Africans. Hundreds of them were locked up in the prisons of
Tangier and confined in subhuman conditions in the bullring there6.

6

http://elpais.com/diario/1993/01/02/espana/725929202_850215.html
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Despite all this, and less visibly, the relatively permeable borders between Ceuta and
Melilla and Morocco facilitated the arrival of the first Sub-Saharan immigrants into
these cities in the early years of the 1990s.

The Zoco El Had border in Melilla in the 1960s

The Zoco El Had border in Melilla in the 1960s

In Ceuta they were confined in the vaults of El Ángulo city walls, at that time ruins,
which have subsequently been restored. In Melilla they were held in the former Red
Cross hospital, which at that time was also dismantled and in ruins.
The conditions in El Ángulo were subhuman. “When the immigrants led me down
those filthy passageways, dreadful labyrinths, where sewage water ran down the
rocky walls, soaking into the floor. Floors turned into dunghills. And where the nausea
produced by the smells made me lose my balance. So much so that the moment came
when I felt the need to tell my guides to take me out of that inferno, immediately”7.
On 11th October 1995, more than 200 immigrants who were living in that terrible
situation, despairing at the lack of response from the Government to their request
for visas to travel to mainland Spain, decided to demonstrate, giving rise to a serious
7
MANOLO DE LA TORRE, “Los sucesos del Ángulo” in El Pueblo de Ceuta, 14/07/2011. Accesible at http://
www.elpueblodeceuta.es/201107/20110714/201107148103.html.
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confrontation between police and immigrants. The Guardia Civil and the national
police used anti-riot gear, and the sound of live ammunition could be heard.

Police dragging an immigrant at El Ángulo.
Note the civilians armed with sticks. Photo by El Faro
“But more serious than that confrontation, has been the xenophobic attitude of
some citizens who, while the police stood by passively, assaulted and harassed any
immigrant who was at hand. And not least has been the ‘understanding’ shown by
the president of the PP (Conservative Party) in Ceuta towards these violent actions
and attempted lynching of immigrants”8. Meanwhile the president of the autonomous
city at that time, Basilio Fernández of the PSOE (Socialist Party), said among other
niceties: “I wish they’d leave … I don’t have any problem in dealing with illegality”,
“we live in a city of 19 square kilometres it’s a matter of space that we cannot share
with the immigrants”9.
More than 70 people were injured. A National Police officer was seriously injured by a
bullet wound from an official 9mm weapon, the firing of which was at first implausibly
attributed to the immigrants, in the feverish desire to justify the intolerable repression
and racist attacks. But it is more than likely that the shot was fired from the blocks of
military housing close to the scene of the incident, given the downward trajectory of
the bullet that injured the officer.
No investigation into the incident was carried out, let alone anyone being found
responsible.

8

Editorial in El País, 13/10/1995.
SOS RACISMO, Informe Frontera Sur.1995-2006: 10 años de violación de los derechos humanos, accesible
at http://www.psicosocial.net/es/centro-de-documentacion/doc_download/328-informe-frontera-sur10anos-de-violacion-de-los-derechos-humanos.

9
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4.

The response of the Spanish government to the arrival of Sub-Saharan immigrants in Ceuta and Melilla

The government took a number of actions in the face of these initial incidents in Ceuta
and those that had occurred, albeit with less violence, Melilla. Incidents provoked by
the inability to produce a democratic response to Sub-Saharan immigration in Ceuta
and Melilla:
On the one hand, the transfer of immigrants from El Ángulo in Ceuta to the facilities
of a former camp of the OJE (Youth Organisation of the Spanish Falange of the Franco
era) in Calamocarro. Likewise, the immigrants being held in the Red Cross hospital
were transferred to the Lucas Lorenzo Cente (primarily Algerians who had arrived
mixed up amongst the thousands of Moroccans who passed the border every day) or to
the facilities of the Granja Agricola and some were expelled and sedated, as we will
see later.
On the other hand, rather surprisingly given the repressive attitudes of the time, there
was a reception program in Spain for migrants who were in Ceuta and Melilla.
At the same time, construction of fences commenced at the Ceuta and Melilla borders,
which until that time had been fairly permeable, with the intention of preventing
access to Spanish territory. Finally the design of the Centro de Estancia Temporal de
Inmigrantes (temporary detention centre for immigrants - CETI) was implemented,
which was different in nature from the Centro de Internamiento (Internment Centres)
that were opened in 1999 (Melilla) and 2000 (Ceuta).

5.

Sedated and expelled from Melilla (1996)

After the arrival of a trickle of sub-Saharan immigrants (in 1994, 180 were lodged
temporarily in the football ground), in 1996 tents were erected in the gardens of the
abandoned facilities of the Red Cross hospital to house immigrants who were being fed
by the army.
After several incidents when the immigrants protested about their situation and heavyhanded police action, 103 immigrants were transferred to Malaga by military aircraft
in 1996. On arrival at Malaga airport, with total disregard for law and international
conventions, the immigrants were deported manu militari and sedated with narcotics
in their water to prevent any resistance. This was the moment when José María Aznar
coined his famous phrase “There was a problem and it has been dealt with”.
On 18 July 1996, the police trade union complained that those responsible for
“Operation Melilla” had drugged the immigrants while they were on the aircraft. The
immigrants remained handcuffed throughout the flight - in some cases for almost 24
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hours with their hands behind their backs (many of them were also handcuffed in the
police station in Malaga) - were mistreated and insulted by law enforcement officers
and were drugged with the knowledge of the Spanish police with a powerful sedative
called Haloperidol in the bottles of water that they drank during the journey10.
The growing number of immigrants who still managed to cross the recently closed
border led the authorities to utilise the old Granja Agricola (former research farm) and
another contingent, mainly Algerian immigrants, were “housed” in the Lucas Lorenzo
Centre. The Granja centre, which began by “sheltering” 400 immigrants had taken in
800 by the end of 1997.
The APHD in Melilla denounced the living conditions of immigrants at that time as
“beneath human dignity”; only 6 showers and 4 toilets for around 400 people. Some
of them had to sleep on the floor due to lack of beds and space11. EIn August, APHD
Melilla reported that the Sub-Saharan immigrants, mainly from Nigeria, Mali and the
Ivory Coast who were being kept in the Granja, “sleep out in the elements, rely on only
one meal a day and have totally inadequate access to health services”12.

The Centro de Acogida (“Refuge”) at La Granja

When the Granja was closed in 1999 there were nearly 1,500 people, despite the
continuous outflow of people to the special reception programs on the mainland.

10

See the cited SOS Racismo report.

11

El País, 7/1/1997.

12

El País, 13/8/1998.
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6.

The shame of Calamocarro camp, Ceuta (1995-2000)

After the events of the Angulo, 100 Civil Guards reinforced security at the border
between Ceuta and Morocco. 123 immigrants were transferred to a camp near the
Benzú border, 4km from the city centre where the incidents had occurred. This was the
deplorable chapter of Calamocarro camp, which endured until the year 2000.
Thousands of immigrants scraped by in subhuman conditions, sometimes for months
at a time, in Calamocarro camp. The government was waiting on the first “definitive
closure of the borders”. Meanwhile, everyone who managed to cross the border (much
more permeable than nowadays) was destined for the camp at Calamocarro.
By October 1999 there were already 2,500 immigrants in the camp. The organization
within the camp, developed by the immigrants over the years, mainly by country,
was impressive. The order and cleaning, the “territorial” zones and the election
of representatives to communicate with the administration were organized by the
immigrants themselves. Despite all this, the situation in Calamocarro was terrible.
Pedro de Tena described it like this: “The population density is equivalent to 150,000
people per square kilometre, as if its 2,000 inhabitants were crowded onto a football
pitch … without running water, without sufficient sanitation, without heating, without
food, without intimacy, without common languages and with no opportunities. The
first impression of Calamocarro is that of a zoo, where the immigrants are the animals.
It smells of dirt without disinfectant, uncontained excrement, open fires, and the
rotten streams of sewage water running into the road make you faint with disgust”13.

Calamocarro

13

El Mundo, 7/2/1999.
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Calamocarro

Amalia Gómez visited the immigrants in February 1999, during her time at the Ministry
of Labour and Social Affairs. “The immigrants’ representatives - elected by poll two
days earlier, after an electoral campaign that included meetings and posters stuck
on trees - asked the Secretary of Social Affairs for showers, lighting, more hygienic
waste disposal and hot water. Amalia Gómez accepted their claims and announced an
investment of 100 million pesetas”14, which was never forthcoming, as the Government
considered that they were dealing with a temporary situation until the borders of
Ceuta and Melilla had been completely closed by the fences of Fortress Europe.
Indeed, in February 2000, after the completion of the border fence and the opening of
the CETI, the Delegation of the Spanish Government in Ceuta commenced the symbolic
burning of mattresses in Calamocarro, which was officially closed down by Mayor Oreja
on 6th March that year.

7.

Reception programs or transfer to the mainland 1996-2000

During the term of office the Partido Popular (PP) two special reception programs
were developed on the Spanish mainland for the Sub-Saharan immigrants from
Ceuta and Melilla, which were intended to defuse the unsustainable situation of the
continual arrival of immigrants and the complete lack of adequate infrastructure to
accommodate them. They were designed for use while the construction of both border
perimeter fences and the CETIs in both cities were being completed.
From today’s perspective these programs were, to say the least, surprising; given that
they were initiated by the PP, and given the rise of the fortifications and the increasing
suppression and termination of any supportive measures, during the past 15 years.
14

18

El País, 21/2/1999.

The first “special reception program” was developed from October 1996 to September
1997 and accepted 1,410 immigrants from Ceuta and Melilla15.
In December 1997, IMSERSO (a government agency) and the Interior Ministry approved
a “programme of integration and access to employment for Sub-Saharan immigrants
from Ceuta and Melilla”, with the intention of clearing out Ceuta and Melilla within
two months. The immigrants placed on the program received three months training
from the NGOs that were made responsible for taking them in (the participating
organizations were ACCEM, ANDALUCÍA ACOGE, CÁRITAS ESPAÑOLA, CEAR, CEPAIM,
CRUZ ROJA, FAIN) and immigrants were granted an initial residence and work permit.
1,418 immigrants were able to access this emergency plan16.
But in February 1998 the immigrants were continuing to arrive, so was necessary to
prolong the program. In the course of the year the same NGOs accepted 2,828 SubSaharans. From 1996 to 1998 more than 6,000 immigrants were transferred to the
Spanish mainland, in arrangement with the NGOs17.
All these programs applied exclusively to Sub-Saharan immigrants, while excluding
immigrants of Algerian origin. The protests of these Algerian immigrants were
significant during these years and frequently resulted in extremely heavy-handed
police response.
“Operation Shock” was launched in 1999, in order to transfer all the immigrants
from La Granja and Calamocarro to the Spanish mainland, once the respective CETIs
had been opened and once the borders had been considered to have been made
“permanently watertight”, which it was presumed would in practice prevent the
entrance of “irregular” immigrants into Ceuta and Melilla.
During 1999, an average of 500 immigrants per month transferred from Ceuta and Melilla
to Almeria, Alicante, Murcia and Catalonia, the most frequent destinations, which
offered the best possibilities of employment. For example, figures from the Government
Delegation in Ceuta record the departure of 7,498 of the 7,603 Sub-Saharans who arrived
in Ceuta 1999, and 249 of the 269 Algerians in Calamocarro that same year.
The immigrants were provided with a train ticket, 1,000 pesetas and a residence permit
for one year; they were given the address of a local NGO, who had not been informed
beforehand, which resulted in many of these people finding themselves out on the streets.
The transfer of responsibility from the State to the NGOs, without their consent and
without resources was criticised on numerous occasions throughout the year18.
15
BEL ADELL, C. y GÓMEZ FAYRÉN, J., “Nueva inmigración africana en España: inmigrantes subsaharianos”
in Mugak nº 13.
16

Idem.

17

Idem.

18

SOS RACISMO, Informe Frontera Sur. 1995-2006: 10 años de violación de los derechos humanos.
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8.

The scandal of the illegal return of minors at the Ceuta border19

On 11th November 1998, three local police officers courageously denounced the
illegal expulsion and mistreatment of Moroccan minors. Documents, photographs and
statements submitted by these officers showed that for some time the systematic
attention and illegal expulsion of vulnerable minors had been taking place at the hands
of Local Police officers, helped by a “vigilante” group called the Agentes de Atención
Directa (AAA). These actions were carried out under direct instruction from senior
police officers and the authorities of the Autonomous Community and the Government
Delegation in Ceuta.
According to the evidence, the arrests were carried out in the streets by both the Local
Police and the AAA, the children were put in police patrol cars and taken to the garage
of the local police station. After their details were taken down, the minors were put in a
police van, which was normally used for the removal of fish and vegetables that had been
confiscated from street vendors, and which was in an extremely unhealthy condition.
Sometimes, while waiting to be transferred or until the van was full, the minors were
kept in the van for hours. They were then transported to the El Tarajal border crossing,
and after the National Police had filled out a form entitled “Surrender of Moroccan
minors”, the children were handed over to the Moroccan Police, often together with
adult detainees.
The complaint by these local police officers resulted in them having to leave the service
and they were subjected to endless harassment and persecution by the authorities and
also by many of their colleagues and other citizens of Ceuta, which would appear
consistent with the mistreatment and racist attitudes towards the minors. Instead
of investigating and taking action over this affair, the Government Delegation and
the Autonomous Community began a campaign of defamation of these honest police
officers and against all the NGOs who brought these criminal activities to light.

The Government Representative to Ceuta, Vicente Moro, sitting in the dock

19

APDHA, Los niños de la calle en Ceuta: racismo y desamparo, 2001. Part of the report can be accessed
at http://mugak.eu/revista-mugak/no-16/los-ninos-de-la-calle-en-ceuta-racismo-y-desamparo
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APDHA, along with other organizations, filed a complaint on 18th January 1999, against
the Government Representative and senior police officers. It was not until February
2008 that they finally managed to get those responsible into the dock for these abuses
against the rights of minors. They were acquitted (as might be expected), but the
result of this action was that these inhumane practices, in total disregard for the law,
were curtailed or at least reduced.

9.

The construction of the Ceuta and Melilla fences

After the Hispano-Moroccan War and especially during the Protectorate, the borders
of Ceuta and Melilla were fluid and permeable; a situation which lasted until the
beginning of the 1990s. After the passing of the Ley de Extranjería (Aliens Act) of 1985,
and accession to the Schengen Agreement in 1991 (which came into force on 26th
March 1995), Spain seriously embarked on its policy of tighter closure of the borders
and began construction of the increasingly militarized border fences.

Spanish soldiers rolling out barbed wire. J.B. Russell

Those “borders which only appeared on military maps and tourist guides, that
for various centuries had represented a place of interaction and exchange, those
borders capable of colouring the social fabric of both cities, are today the defiant
symbol of the divide between two worlds, and are evidence of police supervision of
immigration”, as well as being the most expressive demonstration of the concept of
Fortress Europe20.
By means of high technology, these fences have ended up constituting one of the
most monitored and protected borders in the world. They have been constructed and
constantly reinforced by whichever Party has been in governing Spain. The criticisms
of the Opposition disappear as soon as they get into government. This is because both
20

SODDU, P., Ceuta and Melilla: Security, Human Rights and Frontier Control, 2006.
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the PP and the PSOE share the philosophy of rejection of immigrants, of closure of
borders and a policy of war against immigrants, inspired by some the darker recesses
of the European Union.
The construction design of both fences is similar: inner and outer fences, with a
roadway between the two, monitored by both Spanish and Moroccan patrols, with
every conceivable technology (tripwires, security cameras, sound, movement and
thermal sensors, lighting, night vision equipment …).
The cost of both fences was partly financed with support from the European Regional
Development Fund. Nobody asked what type of “development” the construction of
fences was referring to.
The contract for the sealing of the 8.3km border between Ceuta and Morocco was
awarded to the firm Cubiertas y MZOV for 3.5 billion pesetas in 1993.
A large part of the Ceuta fence was erected 1995 after several groups of immigrants
had attempted to cross the border and especially after the aforementioned events of
11th October 1995, with the protests and repression of the Sub-Saharans in the city21.
Fences of 2.5m height were constructed, as well as a ring road patrolled by the Civil
Guard and the Army. A network of halogen spotlights, movement sensors and video
cameras were installed.
In October 1996 the upgrading of the barbwire began, as it had not achieved the
expected result of preventing the entry of immigrants. Consequently, a permanent
military presence was required in the border area22. In fact, the personnel who
replaced the barbwire in 1996 were the troops of the Tercio de la Legión and the Tabor
de Regulares battalions23.
In 1999 there were further alterations; it was decided to heighten the outer fence
(raising it from 2.5m to 3.1m) and to install a mesh of razor wire on the inner fence.
By then, 5.68 billion pesetas had been spent over 5 years, but official sources asserted
that that the figure was well in excess of 6 billion pesetas24.
In February 2000, after almost seven years of work, the 8.3km long, 3m high Ceuta
border fence was complete, and according to many sources at a cost of 8 billion
pesetas.
21

http://elfarodigital.es/ceuta/sociedad/22502-el-11-de-octubre-de-1995-fue-el-peor-dia-de-mi-vida-policial.html
22

http://www.udel.edu/leipzig/texts1/ela01106.html

23

El Ejército repone también en Ceuta la alambrada de la frontera, El País Digital, 1/10/1996.
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http://www.udel.edu/leipzig/071198/ela020299.htm
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With regard to the Melilla fence, construction began in 1998. At first, only a single
fence had been designed to cover the 12km of the border. But later, following the
Ceuta model, it was converted into two parallel fences, 3m in height. Seen in the
light of what has happened in the years since then, the declarations of José Ramón
Ónega, who at that time was the Director General of Domestic Policy, seems to have
been a remarkable act of clairvoyance: “The model is Melilla, where we are certain
that the new fence which has just been completed has stopped the entry of irregular
Sub-Saharan immigrants”25.
The budget in 1998 was for 5.5 billion pesetas. The first barbwire contract was awarded
to the firm Kwazulu from Seville, who also installed razor wire along some stretches
of the fence26.

10. The building of the CETIs. Ceuta and Melilla as prisons for immigrants
Once the fences had been erected, the Centros de Estancia Temporal para Inmigrantes
(centres of temporary stay for migrants - CETI) in Ceuta and Melilla were opened,
which are a phenomenon unique to Spain.
In Spain there are currently (February 2014) eight Centros de Internamiento de
Extranjeros (immigration detention centres - CIE), which are under the jurisdiction of
the Ministry of the Interior and two centres of temporary stay for migrants (CETI), which
come under the Ministry of Labour and Social Security and are located in Ceuta and
Melilla. According to the Ministry of Labour and Social Security, the CETIs are “Public
Administration establishments, designed as primary reception centres, intended for
the provision of basic social services and benefits to immigrants and asylum seekers
who arrive in one of the Autonomous Cities”27.
The CETIs were built during the first Aznar administration and were inaugurated by
his Minister of Social Affairs, Manuel Pimentel. The CETI in Melilla was opened on 26th
May 1999 with a holding capacity of 472 places. The CETI in Ceuta was opened on 6th
May 2000 and can hold 512 people, since its facilities were upgraded in the summer
of 200428.
However, both the Melilla and Ceuta CETIs are frequently full to capacity, especially
when a large group of immigrants manage to scale the fence, which results in many of
25

El País, 2/2/1999

26

http://www.estrelladigital.es/articulo/espanha/negocio-y-drama-valla-melilla/20131224165945005400.
html
27

http://www.empleo.gob.es/es/Guia/texto/guia_15/contenidos/guia_15_37_3.htm

28

http://www.estrelladigital.es/articulo/espanha/negocio-y-drama-valla-melilla/20131224165945005400.
html
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them having to stay in tents provided by the Army or the Red Cross and not infrequently
have to sleep in the street or in makeshift shelters constructed from of corrugated
iron and plastic sheeting. At the time of writing, 1,900 people were being held in the
Melilla CETI and 50 people had been transferred to the Spanish mainland in the care
of CEAR and the Red Cross29.
Unlike the CIEs (immigration detention centres) where the migrants are deprived
of their liberty, the CETIs are open centres where the immigrants can come and go
during the day. However, this difference is somewhat eroded as the CETIs have opening
and closing hours and immigrants are restricted to the cities of Ceuta and Melilla,
without being able to circulate freely throughout Spanish territory, therefore losing a
fundamental right; the right to freedom of movement. The detention of immigrants is
not only a serious violation of individual liberty but often leads to the infringement of
other Fundamental Rights.
For example, article 10 of the Constitution establishes that fundamental rights should
be interpreted in accordance with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948,
Article 13 of which establishes that “Everyone has the right to freedom of movement
and residence within the borders of each state”, and as Ceuta and Melilla are limited
by the natural border of the sea and by the military border imposed by European
migration policies, they have been converted in their entirety into detention centres,
as migrants are prohibited from moving to the mainland.
Are Melilla and Ceuta not as Spanish as Madrid? The difference is that Ceuta and
Melilla have remained outside the so-called Schengen Area30 which permits freedom of
movement between all member states. In its annual report for 201331 the Comisión
Española de Ayuda al Refugiados (Spanish Commission for Assistance to Refugees - CEAR)
criticized the Government for its bad management of the right to asylum, converting
Ceuta and Melilla into prison cities, “violating the Asylum Law and the Constitution”.
Having in practice converted both cities into two enormous prisons, but without
recognising them as such, the immigrants are denied minimum guarantees of legal
protection, such as the right to know how long they will be detained or access to a
judge to put limits on indefinite detention. Article 9 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 states that “Everyone has the right to liberty
and security of person. […] No one shall be deprived of his liberty except on such
grounds and in accordance with such procedure as are established by law”. Article
17.3 of the Spanish constitution states that “Every person arrested must be informed
immediately, and in a way understandable to him or her, of his or her rights and of
the grounds for his or her arrest, and may not be compelled to make a statement”.
29
http://www.europapress.es/andalucia/malaga-00356/noticia-50-inmigrantes-ceti-melilla-son-llevadoscentros-acogida-cruz-roja-cordoba-cear-malaga-20140321140145.html
30

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:42000A0922(04):ES:NOT

31

http://cear.es/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Resumen-ejecutivo-2013.pdf
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This therefore raises the question: Can an administrative action infringe upon a
Fundamental Right provided for by the Constitution?
The immigrant reception centres are regulated by Organic Law 4/2000, of 11th January,
regarding the Rights and Freedoms of Foreign Nationals Living in Spain and their Social
Integration. However, an analysis of this law shows that none of its provisions clarify
the legal status of the CETIs. In fact, article 62.2 of Law 4/2000 refers only to entry
into the CIEs and states that the legal maximum duration of stay there is 60 days32,
whereas no maximum period is specified for the CETIs. As a result, those immigrants
who manage to enter Ceuta and Melilla remain there for a minimum of six months
before they are granted the right to look for a better life in Europe. Here we must
emphasise the state of legal limbo of the foreigners who find themselves in the CETIs
for much longer periods of time.

Entrance to the CETI in Melilla and the CETI in Ceuta

32
Article 62.2. Admission to detention centres. “El internamiento se mantendrá por el tiempo imprescindible para los fines del expediente, siendo su duración máxima de 60 días”.
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The Returns Directive 2008/115 enacted by the European Parliament in 200833 (known
as the “Directive of Shame”), establishes rules to limit the duration of detention.
The established time period is six months, or 18 months maximum in “exceptional”
circumstances, but the average stay in the CETIs far exceeds a year, without any
justification of exceptional circumstances.
However, there are more than a few immigrants whose desperation leads them to
prolong their stay in the CETIs for several years. In the past few years, for example,
there has been the case of the Indians who were held in the Ceuta CETI from more
than four years34, the case of the Bangladeshis in Melilla for five years35 and that of the
Congolese for three years36. Many of them were finally deported to their countries of
origin after several years in this terrible “gilded prison”.

11. The events of 2005
The mass storming of the border fences of Ceuta and Melilla which occurred during
the months of August to October 2005 can be explained by the desperate situation,
now as well as then, of thousands of people to whom it appears that all doors are
closed: the impossibility of legal migration, the journey by patera becoming more
difficult and dangerous because of SIVE (the integrated border surveillance system),
the barbed wire getting ever higher, even the sewers being covered over, the attacks
and persecution by Moroccan police and military becoming intolerable,…
These attempts to scale the fence resulted in at least 14 deaths (although until this
day it has still not been possible to ascertain the number of victims) shot with live
ammunition, creating an ongoing, enormous international scandal.
The circumstances in which people lost their lives in these events were as follows37:
29th August. A 17-year-old youth from Cameroon died in Melilla from a ruptured
liver after attempting to breach the fence. All the witnesses testify that it was a
result of a beating by the Civil Guard. According to statements by the NGOs that
operate in the area and reports from the immigrants themselves, there was anoth-



33

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2008:348:0098:0107:ES:pdf

34

http://periodismohumano.com/migracion/cuatro-anos-en-ceuta-y-ahora-%C2%BFdeportados.html

35

http://periodismohumano.com/migracion/en-busca-del-inmigrante-escondido.html. See also the article
“Expulsión de 52 congoleños en Melilla” by Patricia Simón in APDHA, Informe Derechos Humanos en la
Frontera Sur, 2013
36 http://periodismohumano.com/migracion/en-busca-del-inmigrante-escondido.html. See also the article
“Expulsión de 52 congoleños en Melilla” by Patricia Simón in APDHA, Informe Derechos Humanos en la
Frontera Sur, 2013
37

APDHA, Informe Derechos Humanos en la Frontera Sur, 2006
http://www.apdha.org/media/informeinmigra2005.doc
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er body in the vicinity of the fence, which later could not be found. According to
the same sources it was removed to an unknown location by the Moroccan police.


12th September. An immigrant died after remaining in a coma for five days in the
Melilla hospital where he had been taken after an attempt to scale the fence. It
appeared that he had been injured by the Moroccan gendarmerie.



15th September. According to the Government Delegation, an immigrant arrived
on Thursday at 6:15am, at the border perimeter. The youth, who was bleeding
from his mouth and who arrived accompanied by another immigrant, asked for
help from the Civil Guard for medical attention. Four hours later, he died in hospital. According to medical sources it was due to a hard blow from a rubber bullet
resulting in damage to his windpipe. The Moroccan gendarmerie do not use this
type of weapon.



15th September. On the evening of that same day, according to Prodein, a youth
from Mali died after falling into a hole in the ground while running from the Moroccan security forces who were pursuing immigrants in the vicinity of the barbed
wire in Melilla. According to this NGO, the Malian immigrant’s body was taken to
the hospital morgue in the Moroccan city of Nador.



29th September. Five people were shot dead during a mass attempt to storm the
Ceuta border near El Tarajal. Spain and Morocco accused each other of firing live
ammunition from their respective territories. Eventually the Moroccan authorities
took responsibility for the shootings.



6th October. Six Sub-Saharan immigrants died, shot by Moroccan security forces
who were trying to prevent them crossing the border fence that separates Morocco from Melilla. According to the Moroccan Interior Ministry, the security forces
had to fire in order to defend their security posts located opposite the fence, in
the face of unprecedented violence shown by their attackers.



Hundreds of injured. As well as those who lost their lives, hundreds were injured:
by the actions of the security forces on one or other side of the border, in stampedes, from injuries caused by the barbed wire.
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The Melilla fence after the assaults of 2005

AIn the wake of these events, numerous reports were produced by organisations such
as Amnesty International38 and Cimade-AFVIC39, aas well as numerous wake-up calls
from APDHA, APDHMelilla, SOS Racismo, CEAR, PRODEIN, etc… drawing attention to
the serious violations of the Treaties for the Protection of Human Rights that had been
occurring throughout 2005, which increased significantly during the attempts on the
fences and which in some cases continued afterwards.
There is evidence of use of violence and mistreatment by the Civil Guard during
these “summary expulsion proceedings” which resulted in many bruises, lacerations
and some broken bones. As has been shown by APDHA, pregnant women were also
abused. The transmission of a documentary on Tele5, on 4th October, in which images
appeared of a Civil Guard beating an immigrant, fully corroborate these extremely
serious allegations40.
It can be concluded then, that the law enforcement agencies used inappropriate
methods, used excessive force, in many cases with cruelty, and were insufficiently
prepared for the events that occurred in September and October.
One particularly deplorable incident related to the events of 2005 was the absolutely
illegal expulsion of 73 Sub-Saharans to Morocco. On 6th October the government
38
“The authorities must be held accountable for the violation of migrants’ rights”. Amnesty International,
October. http://www.es.amnesty.org/cms/index.php?id=12&no_cache=1&tx_ttnews[pointer]=3&tx_
ttnews[tt_news]=340&tx_ttnews[backPid]=10
39
Refoulements et expulsions massives de migrants et demandeurs d’asile: récit d’une mission de l’AFVIC et
de la Cimade du 7 octobre au 11 octobre 2005
40
Documentary “La última frontera” shown on Telecinco on 4th October. The image can be seen at
http://www.informativos.telecinco.es/melilla/inmigrantes/guardia_civil/dn_13406.htm
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decided on the expulsion/return to Morocco of 73 of the hundreds of people who had
managed to scale the fence. The majority of these immigrants were from Mali, but
there were also others from Senegal, Gambia, Ivory Coast, Liberia, and the Congo. The
expulsion/return of these people involved numerous irregularities:


A detention order was obtained from the courts in Fuerteventura but the immigrants were never sent to the Canary Islands. In fact they were taken, without any
previous legal authorisation, first by plane to Malaga, then by bus to Algeciras.
There, they were then put on a boat for Tangier where they were handed over to
the Moroccan authorities.



They were not allowed to apply for asylum, nor were they advised about the possibility of doing so. In fact some of them had already applied to the UNHCR in
Morocco, as was realized later. Nor were they provided with translations of the
documents which there were obliged to sign.



In the deportation order, the Government Representative invoked article 131.b of
an Aliens Regulation that had been repealed on 7th January prior to the entry into
force of the new Regulation (RD 2393/2004), and which had just been annulled
and declared illegal by the Supreme Court on 20th March 2003. This gave grounds
for an appeal that was lodged at that time by Andalucía Acoge, which asserted
that the Government had bypassed the law and put the lives of these people in
danger, an action that from any perspective was “unseemly and shameful”41.



According to PRODEIN and SOS Racismo a significant number of the returned immigrants had been injured and denied adequate medical attention.



In carrying out these deportations to Morocco, the Spanish State was flagrantly
violating International Law, specifically Article 3 of the Convention against Torture
and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (ratified by Spain
in 1987), according to which all states in international community have the obligation not to expel, extradite or turn back at the border anyone whose life and liberty
would be in danger as a result of their return. This obligation, or principle of nonrefoulement, is not only for the protection of people who have been persecuted
previously. Non-refoulement also protects anyone against consequences of return,
if it could result in a violation of their basic rights42. which would presumably be
the case in Morocco where, at least at that time, there were no guarantees that the
dignity, rights and personal integrity of returnees would be respected.

On this occasion, an appeal was submitted by the Comisión de Ayuda al Refugiado
(CEAR), as well as PRODEIN, Women’s Link Worldwide and SOS Racismo to the Court in
Melilla, by means of a procedure of Administrative Law, against the expulsion of these
73 people to Morocco.
41

See communiqué from Andalucía Acoge, October 2005

42

PERAL, L., “Vida, Libertad y presión migratoria”.
Accesible at http://www.acnur.org/biblioteca/pdf/4022.pdf
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Several reports confirmed the illegality of these incidents, including that of the Consejo
General de la Abogacía (bar association) which found irregularities in these actions
because of the failure to provide translated documents and a lack of sufficient and
appropriate legal assistance. In the same vein, Álvaro Gil Robles, the Council of Europe
Commissioner for Human Rights, in his report43 that was written after his visit to Spain
that year, severely criticised the actions taken against the irregular immigrants and
particularly the expulsion of 73 of them: “I deem it necessary”, he cautioned, “in this
context, to draw the Spanish authorities’ attention to the importance of respecting
carefully Protocol 4 to the European Convention on Human Rights and the Guidelines
on Forced Return, issued by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe,
which prohibit collective expulsion orders and require that each case be examined
individually and deportation orders be, also, individually adopted”.
At the same time, the organizations Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) and PRODEIN
denounced44 the continual mistreatment, and the ongoing illegal expulsion, of
immigrants who managed to cross the fence.
On 20th December 2005, for example, there was another attempt to get over the
Melilla fence by a group of 30 Sub-Saharans, 15 of whom according to MSF, reached the
space between the two fences. Intercepted by the Civil Guard, they were physically
abused and returned directly to Morocco by the service gate. One of the immigrants
attended to by MSF had cuts on his head from the rifle butts of the Civil Guard, as well
as a broken arm resulting from mistreatment by the Moroccan gendarmerie.
On 29th September 2005, the same day that five people were shot dead, a HighLevel Summit was being held in Seville between Morocco and Spain, during which
the President of the Spanish Government, Mr. Rodríguez Zapatero, promised to
investigating the circumstances surrounding the deaths at the border fences at that
time. This investigation never took place, let alone any determination of responsibility.
Unfortunately, the European Commission’s Technical Mission, which visited the border
between the 7th and 10th of October, limited itself to assessing the situation from the
point of view of security with little regard to the issue of Human Rights.
In this context, it is extremely regrettable that calls from more than 700 organizations for
the creation of an international commission to investigate the incidents in Ceuta and Melilla
were disregarded45. In the same vein, Amnesty International’s demand that the authorities
must be held accountable for the violation of migrants Human Rights was ignored46. The
deaths and serious violations of Human Rights committed in 2005 still remain unpunished.
43
Report from Álvaro Gil-Robles, Commissioner for Human Rights, on his visit to Spain 10-19 March
2005. Accesible at http://www.coe.int/T/E/Commissioner_H.R/Communication_Unit/Documents/By_
year/2005/index.asp#TopOfPage.
44

http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2005/12/29/solidaridad/1135877132.html

45

See “Declaración de Larache” at www.apdha.org

46

See the Amnesty International report cited above.
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12. After the events of 2005, further reinforcement of the fences
As has been demonstrated in the past 10 years, the response of the Spanish
Government to these serious incidents was not to look for new formulas to regulate
immigration in order to defuse an otherwise irresolvable situation. On the contrary,
after denouncing the “violence” of the immigrants, their “solution” was to increase
so-called “deterrent measures”: strengthening the fences in Ceuta and Melilla with
new gadgets, installation of deadly razor wire and by means of the deployment of army
units on border control duty47. That is to say, the militarization and escalation of the
war against the immigrants.
In October, the PSOE government decided to reinforce the fences in order to prevent
the immigrants getting over them. This decision involved:
°

The installation of razor wire along the Ceuta and Melilla fences by the firm
Mora Salazar. It was placed right in the middle of the two existing fences,
which had dangerous consequences for the immigrants, who suffered serious
injuries if, after having managed to get over the first fence, they fell directly
onto the razor wire.

°

The decision to construct a three-dimensional sirga (cable barrier) in Melilla,
known as the third fence (the function of which was to prevent movement
between the first and second fences).

°

And in general, to raise both fences from 3 to 6 metres along most stretches.

The Melilla fence (2006)

47

http://elpais.com/diario/2005/09/30/portada/1128031201_850215.html
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The Ceuta fence (2011)

After reports, reactions, arguments, deaths and injuries on the fences because of the
razor blades, José Luis Rodríguez Zapatero promised to have them removed in 2006,
which occurred in 2007. However, the razor wire in Ceuta was retained in its entirety,
and the razor wire in Melilla was replaced by the three-dimensional cable barrier,
although it was not removed from the outer part of the fence.
In October 2005, the EU Council of Ministers approved a supplement of 28.1 million
euros to the Interior Ministry budget to pay for the reinforcement of the fences in
Ceuta and Melilla. 6,150,000 euros went to Melilla and 4,680,000 went to Ceuta to
heighten the fence, another 6 million euros to Melilla and 4,560,000 to Ceuta for the
installation of the cable barrier. Also, after deciding to upgrade the detection system,
it was decided to spend 600,000 euros in each city, as well as 1,255,000 to each city
for anti-riot equipment. Another 3 million euros were budgeted for the improvement
of the border perimeter at Aguadú (Melilla)48.
Therefore, by the beginning of 2014, 33 million euros had been invested in the Melilla
fence in the attempt, unsuccessful as we have seen, to convert it into an impenetrable
barrier49.

13. The borders of Ceuta and Melilla: much more than Sub-Saharan immigration
The borders of Ceuta and Melilla, which are referred to by some analysts to as “borders
of borders”, have turned these cities into a unique migratory scenario and it is difficult
to compare them with any other region, not only at the European level but globally.
48
49

http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/56133/0/consejo/ministros/vallamelilla/

http://www.lasexta.com/noticias/nacional/valla-melilla-frontera-infranqueable-problema-resolver_2014030500207.html
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To thoroughly analyse the migratory phenomenon that occurs in Ceuta and Melilla
it is necessary to understand this complexity, which is much more than Sub-Saharan
immigration.
When Spain joined the European Union in 1986, both Ceuta and Melilla automatically
became part of the process of the construction of the EU, “becoming the only two
territorial fragments of the European Union on the African continent”. Ceuta and
Melilla are border cities from more than one perspective: they separate two countries,
Spain and Morocco; two continents: Europe and Africa; two religions: Christianity and
Islam; two worlds: the rich North and the poor South, and finally the territory of the
European Union from non-EU territory. In Ceuta and Melilla, “Europe and Africa are
indissolubly linked”50.
The migratory phenomenon of Ceuta and Melilla has very special characteristics as a
consequence of its particular geographic situation which makes these cities unique with
respect to other border regions of the European Union. Both face a particular socioeconomic reality, characterized by close interdependence with their neighbouring
country, Morocco, resulting in important social phenomena of great interest.
One of which, and of great significance, is that many Moroccan women, who are living
between the legal and the “extralegal”, see in the cities of Ceuta and Melilla the
opportunity to improve their lives, resulting in an immense amount of border traffic.
According to official sources, between 25,000 and 30,000 people cross the Melilla
border daily, to trade, to work, to “make a living”; they are mainly residents from
within a 40km radius, the majority of whom live in Nador. The number of people who
cross the Ceuta border daily could be even more, around 35,000 people51.
LThe importance of these movements lies in two fundamental aspects; in first place,
being border crossings and not commercial customs posts, they generate significant
financial opportunities, benefiting both the cities and the neighbouring country, and
secondly, the flow of male and female Moroccan workers into the city.
With regard to the first point, the informal cross-border trade significantly sustains
the economic systems of Ceuta and Melilla. Soddu52, estimates that the financial
benefits of these commercial transactions is significantly greater than the total legal
exports between Spain and Morocco. It is estimated that up to 80% of the merchandise
imported into Ceuta and Melilla flows into Morocco across their border perimeters53.

50

SODDU, P., Ceuta y Melilla: gestión fronteriza, derechos humanos y seguridad, ya citado.

51

http://www.elpueblodeceuta.es/201401/20140124/201401242101.html

52

SODDU, P. Inmigración extra-comunitaria en Europa: el caso de Ceuta y Melilla, 2002.

53

El País, 9/10/2008
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The second aspect relates to the workers who cross the border daily to provide their
services in Ceuta and Melilla, primarily in the hospitality and construction sectors (in
the case of men) and domestic services (in the case of women).
This actual size of this workforce is difficult to calculate because many of these
people operate in the underground economy, although others are in possession of work
permits. Cheap labour is attractive to employers; while the workers are attracted
because of the low wages and the scarcity of employment in the neighbouring country.
The relationship between the underground economy and the border traffic is a result
of this socio-economic structure.

13.1 Female migration: cross-border workers and “porteadoras”
VThere has been an increase in the phenomenon of women emigrating, not as part of
a family unit, but as autonomous individuals. One common factor motivating female
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migration is to improve their lives, that of their families and even their communities,
to increase the possibility of access to vital resources and sometimes to escape from
oppressive environments.
Female migrants, unfortunately, often suffer from double discrimination; because they
are foreigners (subject to public pressure, as well as social upheaval) and because
they are female, treated unequally, and not only in the work environment. In Ceuta
and Melilla the discrimination becomes threefold because the women are often in
situations in between legality and illegality leading to a situation of personal insecurity,
lack of legal support, encountering significant cultural and religious barriers, even if
not direct exploitation and racism. It is for these reasons that this is an especially
vulnerable group exposed to abuse and discrimination, for the most part hidden,
including mistreatment of exploitation. Socially, as has been noted, they are secondclass citizens without, or with limited access to, basic public services and the facilities
they provide, or to social infrastructure and the welfare state.
Although the cross-border workers who arrive in Ceuta and Melilla do so voluntarily,
one has to question the truly voluntary nature of these movements. Explanations can
focus on variables such as the lack of employment opportunities, the low standard of
living, the possibilities for personal development in Morocco and others, such as the
low wages (despite being meagre, in Morocco they are even less), or the almost total
lack of basic services in the country, especially health and education. These are the
reasons that drive the women to take the decision to move from one place to another
and ultimately to another country. Digging a little deeper, we can see that their actions
are more “obligatory” than voluntary.
To address this special type of “migration” in Ceuta and Melilla is not an easy task
because immigration here has some unique peculiarities and specificities, which make
the reality of this migration different than elsewhere.
We can identify the following:
•

Porteadores/as: (between 6,000 and 8,000 “mules” per day enter each autonomous city, and as they generally enter 3 or 4 times a day, if not more, this
means 15,000 to 25,000 daily crossings). They enter and leave by the border
with just a passport. Their aim is purely economic, their job is to transport
the merchandise that is bought in the warehouses of El Tarajal, which is later
sold in Morocco, normally to traders in the nearby towns.

•

Cross-border workers: amongst whom one can differentiate those who have
been “regularized” with a Permiso de Trabajo Transfronterizo (cross-border
work permit), primarily in the hospitality and domestic service sectors, and
those “non-regularized” people who cross the border using a passport (with a
special visa to go to Ceuta because they reside in Tetuán province or to go to
Melilla because they reside in Nador province) and work within the underground
economy. These visas do not allow them to stay overnight in Ceuta or Melilla.
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It is very difficult to ascertain the exact number of women who cross the border daily,
and equally complex to establish how many women, despite the restrictions, spend
the night in either city. No one dares to venture a figure, but all the institutions and
organisations that work with the Moroccan women in Ceuta and Melilla agree that
there are a large number who are living with the locals, all of which contributes to the
complexity that originates in rules and regulations that do not relate to the reality of
life in these cities.
The migratory pressure on Ceuta and Melilla from Morocco is also obvious in the official
data collected by various statistical sources and also allows us to envisage the other
side of the coin, those people who do not appear in the statistics.
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B. The escalating repression in Ceuta and Melilla during the past year

14. Concertina wire: another turn of the screw at the fences of death
In October 201354, after a number of attempts by Sub-Saharans to scale the fences,
the Rajoy administration decided to re-install the razor wire on the Melilla fences and
also to add “anti-climb” mesh to prevent people getting a grip on the fence with their
fingers. This is the same response as in 1995 and 2005: higher fences, fences more
difficult to cross, with the same results. Our Governments seem incapable of thinking
about any other form of migration management.
The company contracted to manufacture and install the concertina wire at the Melilla
border was European Security Fencing, part of the Mora Salazar group. This company
is the leading European manufacturer of concertina wire (the Melilla border, penal
institutions, nuclear power plants, etc.). As well as the construction company, there
is the temporary consortium Indra Sistemas Sallen Seguridad SAU, which is the joint
venture company currently under contract for the maintenance of the facilities at the
Melilla border.

This decision has provoked a justifiable wave of protest. Especially after the insensitive
statement of President of the Government who said initially, talking about the razor
wire, that “we do not know the effects that this might have on people55 and subsequently
stated that the wounds inflicted by the blades are only “superficial”. In the same vein,
the Interior Minister and the Government Delegate in Melilla, Abdelmalik el Barkani,
emphasised their exclusively deterrent nature56.

54

http://www.eldiario.es/desalambre/blindajes-Melilla-alambre-cuchillas-antitrepa_0_191081744.html

55

http://www.eldiario.es/desalambre/Mariano-Rajoy-cuchillas-producir-personas_0_199130192.html

56

http://www.ondacero.es/herrera-en-la-onda/entrevistas/abdelmalik-barkani-mision-concertinas-disuadir-herir_2013120500043.html
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Political parties such as the PSOE, CIU and Izquierda Unida denounced the cruelty of
the blades and demanded their removal. Despite their opposition to the concertina
wire, the PSOE, prisoners of their own support for closed borders and anti-immigration
policies, proposed alternatives, such as the deployment of drones, intelligent borders
and increased surveillance measures at the border.
Other reactions have stressed the illegality of the blades. Even the Attorney General
gave instructions to initiate an investigation into the legality of the concertina wire57.
As had happened in 2005, all the NGOs clearly and forcefully raised their voices in
protest. However, this widespread backlash has still not managed to change the
Government’s inhumane decision. In fact, on 18th December 2013, the Congressional
Commission for the Interior, with the backing of the PP, refused to remove the blades
from the fences in Ceuta and Melilla and rejected the alternative proposals of the
PSOE, with the only explanation, according to the Interior Minister, Jorge Fernández
Diaz, that “there is no effective alternative”58.
On 13th January 2014, the EU Home Affairs Commissioner, Cecilia Malmström, confirmed
that the razor wire in Melilla did not violate EU legislation, although she recommended
the implementation of alternative measures to secure the borders in Ceuta and Melilla.

The fence. Source: El País

TBoth the Spanish Parliament, with a PP majority, and the European Union overlook the
serious violations of Human Rights caused by the installation, and even the existence
of, concertina wire:
57

http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2013/11/19/actualidad/1384871608_069815.html

58

http://www.europapress.es/sociedad/noticia-congreso-rechaza-retirar-cuchillas-valla-fronteriza-20131218201255.html
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°

Concertina wire poses grave danger to the lives and personal safety of the
immigrants. Faced with a permanently desperate situation, terrified at being between the gunfire of the Moroccan gendarmerie and the “deterrents”
of the Civil Guard, the immigrants take the risk of jumping over the blades,
which injures them with serious wounds. This has been irrefutably demonstrated by the events of 18th March 2014, when horrifying images showed us
the seriousness of the injuries caused by the blades.

The effect of concertina wire during the assault of 18th March 2014

°

The conditions of these blades can cause serious infection, and sometimes
death. Paloma López, Federal Secretary for Employment and Migration Policy
of the CCOO trade union, put it like this: “there is old concertina wire, rusty
and therefore doubly dangerous, in the highest part of the Ceuta fences; and
other new, or fairly recent, blades at medium height”59.

°

As well as denying the right to freedom of movement, the concertina wire
infringes upon the most basic rights, those of personal integrity and life.

But as well as their dreadful function of keeping out immigrants in the European Union’s
war against them, the fences and the concertina wire are also part of a business which
make significant profits for a number of companies. For example, the aforementioned
beneficiaries of the installation and maintenance of the fences. Clare Rodier analyses
this issue in her book “El negocio de la xenofobia” (Xenophobia Business)”60.
59

http://www.europapress.es/ceuta-y-melilla/noticia-ccoo-denuncia-instalacion-nuevas-concertinasceuta-bloqueo-inmigrantes-ciudad-disuadir-20131127135601.html
60

RODIER, C., El negocio de la xenofobia, Clave Intelectual, 2013.
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This includes, for example, the EU border agency Frontex, which requires sophisticated
equipment to perform its border control operations (aeroplanes, helicopters, ships,
various devices) and since 2011 has had the ability to buy its own equipment. Its
budget has grown exponentially, from 6 million euros in 2005 to 130 million euros,
6 years later. In 2008, the EU Commission reported that, thanks to Frontex, 53,000
people had been prevented from entering the EU at the cost of 24 million euros.
According to the OECD, at least 2 million immigrants entered that same year61.
In the final analysis, there is important symbolism embodied in the fences of Ceuta and
Melilla. It is the stark illustration of the policies of Fortress Europe. Externalisation,
Frontex, Eurosur… and walls. Walls of suffering and death. Walls for a European siege
mentality, searching for illusory security.
We can built walls on the borders, justifying them with the needs of security and,
although they can never finally achieve their terrible purpose, we keep using them
to justify ever more frontier technology, as demonstrated by Claire Rodier in her
aforementioned book62.

15. The events of February 2014 in Ceuta

“I saw three people die, and all three were shot at like me, one in
the jaw with stitches. They shot at our heads, and after shooting
they threw teargas in the water and that’s what killed the most
people because you lose consciousness, breathing in water” 63
15.1 The facts
In the small hours of 6th February 2014, approximately 300 people set off from several
points in the woods near Ceuta and arrived about 6am in the area adjacent to El Tarjal.
The Moroccan forces managed to stop about 100 people in what the witnesses call the
“final stretch”. Amongst them were ten women, only two of whom made it into the
water and only one managed to reach Ceuta.
61

http://www.diagonalperiodico.net/global/24-millones-euros-para-detener-53000-personas.html

62

RODIER, C., El negocio de la xenofobia, cited above; especially, the section “¿Para qué sirven los controles
migratorios?”.
63
CA-MINANDO FRONTERAS, Informe de análisis de hechos y recopilación de testimonios de la tragedia
que tuvo lugar el 6 de febrero de 2014 en la zona fronteriza de Ceuta (Report on the analysis of the facts
and compilation of statements about the tragedy that took place on 6th February 2014 in the frontier zone
of Ceuta). Accesible at https://www.dropbox.com/s/66lr3d64df2xrpn/Informe%20%20Tarajal%20%20%20
%20Marzo%20-%202014%20%20-SN-.pdf
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According to statements, around 200 immigrants made it to the sea, where the
Moroccans ceased to actively intervene once the immigrants were in the water. It was
at that moment that the intervention of the Spanish Civil Guard began. At first they
shot into the air but when the immigrants began to arrive in the Spanish zone they
started firing rubber bullets, aimed at the immigrants’ bodies and the floats that they
were carrying with them.

Imágenes del Informe de Ca-minando Fronteras

The witness statements also refer to the presence of a grey-coloured launch with Civil
Guard insignia and also a Zodiac, which is the type of semi-rigid boat used by this
militarized police force, with Civil Guards on board. According to the witnesses, antiriot material was discharged from the launch, specifically rubber bullets and tear gas.
It is reasonable to assume that the use of anti-riot equipment was disproportionate to
the “threat”, and there is little margin of doubt that the shooting and teargas were
related to the tragic death by drowning of 15 people.
The many graphic eyewitness accounts and reports of this incident are extremely
convincing64

64
Pueden verse por ejemplo, el informe de varias ONGs “Playa de Tarajal, Ceuta, España. 6 Febrero,
2014 Dossier” en http://www.mugak.eu/ceuta-la-muerte-en-la-frontera/playa-de-tarajal-ceuta-espana6-febrero-2014-dossier o el ya citado de Ca-minando fronteras http://caminandofronteras.wordpress.
com/2014/03/13/informe-de-analisis-de-hechos-y-recopilacion-de-testimonios-de-la-tragedia-que-tuvolugar-el-6-de-febrero-de-2014/.
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15.2 Lack of assistance
The Civil Guard did not offer any kind of assistance, neither in the water nor once they
had reached Spanish territory. On the contrary, the violence continued as they pushed
the first immigrants who managed to arrive back into the sea and used their rifle butts
to prevent immigrants from clinging on to the rocks of the breakwater. Those who
managed to get to the beach were expelled from Spanish territory to the Moroccan
zone, once again violating Spanish and International Law65.
There is also a maritime rescue convention that the Civil Guard ignored, in spite of the
fact that the immigrants were in Spanish waters. Neither the Maritime Rescue nor the
Red Cross were called, which suggests that the failure of the Civil Guard to provide
assistance to the victims was a result of their zeal to keep out the people who were
trying to swim to Ceuta.
The use of rubber bullets, blank rounds and gas against unarmed civilians in the sea is
a violation of International and European Human Rights laws, including the provisions
of the European Convention on Human Rights and the Charter of Fundamental Rights
of the European Union.
All the above has provoked numerous organizations to initiate legal action, including
organizations which belong to the Migreurop network, such as APDHA66. IThe AEDH, to
which APDHA also belongs, has brought this tragedy and these inhumane and illegal
actions before the European Parliament67.

15.3 The official version of events - a tissue of lies and contradictions
The dreadful events of 6th February provoked a succession of shameful lies, cover-ups
and manipulation from the responsible politicians and police officers, in their attempt
to protect those who should be held accountable for what happened68.
Both the Government Representative in Ceuta and the Director General of the Civil
Guard started by blatantly lying in asserting that no anti-riot equipment had been
used. They later admitted its use, but only at the fence and never in the water. Then
they blamed the immigrants for the violence, subsequently producing manipulated
65
Estas actuaciones vulneran al menos lo dispuesto por el art. 58 LO 4/2000 y el art. 23 RD 557/2011 para
los procedimientos de devolución, arts. 16 y ss Ley 12/2009 para la solicitud de asilo, arts. 12 y 13 de la Directiva europea 2008/115/CE respecto a las garantías formales en todo procedimiento de retorno o el art. 4
del Protocolo nº4 del CEDH en cuanto a la prohibición de expulsiones colectivas de personas extranjeras. En
el siguiente apartado se analiza específicamente esta cuestión de las devoluciones en caliente.
66

http://www.apdha.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1283&Itemid=63
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http://www.apdha.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1272&Itemid=97

68

http://www.eldiario.es/desalambre/uniforme-versiones-oficiales-tragedia-Ceuta_0_226428120.html
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videos of what had happened. Finally the Interior Minister admitted to the use of antiriot equipment in the water, but only “to mark the extent of the border”, and that the
immigrants did not arrive on Spanish soil because “the border was where the line of
Civil Guards were standing”. It was denied that any push-back operations had taken
place, but later it was suggested that they had taken place “in accordance with the
law” (sic) ... and finally a torrent of contradictory versions of the facts, attempting to
justify the unjustifiable actions of the Civil Guards. And, even in Parliament, successive
Government hearings have not managed to clearly establish the facts nor to determine
who gave the order to fire on the immigrants who desperately attempted to save their
own lives, nor who decided to ignore the duty of care.

The same as ever, of course; not a single resignation or sacking, and no determination
of responsibility.

16. Devoluciones en caliente (“push-back operations”) to Morocco in violation of
International and European Law
Collective expulsion without formal proceedings is a violation of Article 3 of the
European Convention on Human Rights and is incompatible with the Schengen Borders
Code.
The events of 6th February in Ceuta were not the first of their kind, and the failure to
apply the protection afforded by the regulatory framework will probably continue with
impunity. In fact, just the day before the tragic events in Ceuta, SOS Racismo, Acoge
and APDHA demanded the abolition of such practices69.

69

http://www.apdha.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=1268&Itemid=97
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Expulsions on 6th February in El Tarajal

Indeed, various NGOs have denounced Spain for carrying out these illegal expulsions
for more than 12 years70. During the terrible events of 2005, someone recorded a
communication between a senior officer of the Civil Guard in Ceuta and officers under
his command71. The same Civil Guard reported similar events in a written report to
Magistrates Court No.4 in Ceuta in relation to a case over the death of a “mule” in April
2004, which showed, moreover, that these actions were consented to and/or at least
known about by senior officers of the Civil Guard.
It was also documented at that time, that many of the people expelled in “pushback” operations were asylum seekers72. Since 2005, the Spanish Ombudsman has
also investigated various complaints about the activities of the Civil Guard relating to
these “push-back” operations and has concluded that these were not in accordance
with current legislation: “When intercepting an alien whose aim is to enter Spain
irregularly, the only possible response by members of the Civil Guard is to hand them
over to the National Police Force, so that they can issue the appropriate expulsion
order”73.
Similarly, the land between the two parallel fences, which is Spanish territory, is
treated de facto as “no man’s land” by the security forces, who have failed to apply
the law there, leaving them in a “legal limbo”, according to Amnesty International”74.
70
http://www.eldiario.es/desalambre/inmigrantes-expulsados-ilegalmente-Melilla-ultimos_0_198430239.
html
71

El País de 6 de octubre de 2005. See also video: http://youtu.be/dupXXY8RqU4

72

“Expulsiones ilegales de solicitantes de Asilo en Ceuta” Report by Amnesty International, Comisión
Española de Ayuda al Refugiado (CEAR), SOS Racismo, Asociación Pro Derechos Humanos de Andalucía of
21 January 2005
73
http://www.defensordelpueblo.es/es/Documentacion/Publicaciones/anual/Documentos/E_1_Recomendaciones_2013.pdf
74
The Justice and Home Affairs Committee of the European Parliament subsequently ruled (January 2006)
in the same way..
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The illegal actions related to expulsion, many of which have been brought before the
Ombudsman, can be grouped under two headings:
a)

Immigrants rescued at sea while attempting to enter national territory:

•

Images of how the Civil Guard take people to the shores of Morocco without even
allowing them to get into the launch75.

•

The UN Committee Against Torture condemned Spain, stating that it had violated
the UN Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading
Treatment or Punishment (Articles 12 and 16) for not investigating the death of
Mr Sonko, which occurred on the night of the 25th/26th September 2007, when an
officer was accused of puncturing the immigrant’s lifejacket as he attempted to
get to the shore, causing him to drown as he did not know how to swim.

b)

Immigrants intercepted on national territory, after having arrived irregularly:

For several years, the Ombudsman has been receiving complaints against the Civil
Guard in Ceuta and Melilla for stopping people who have recently arrived within the
territory of the cities (often close to the police station or en route to the CETI) or even
those who have been in Spain for some time, and whom they return to Morocco through
the gates in the fence, without following any proper procedure.
•

February 2013: A judge agreed to hear a criminal complaint, submitted by the main
opposition party in the Assembly, Coalición por Melilla (CPM), and the organization
Prodein, against the chief of the Civil Guard and the Government Representative
in Melilla, specifically for the push-back of 21 Sub-Saharans in February 2013.

•

April 2013: This practice is also apparent from an audio recording of intercepted
conversations between agents of the Civil Guard who were in the process of an
irregular return on 26th April 201376.

•

June 2013: The case of two children in care in Melilla, who were returned
irregularly, has been especially significant. The facts of the matter were reported
by a Civil Guard association77. , which opened the way for a criminal complaint
submitted by the NGOs Andalucía Acoge and PRODEIN. The case was initially
dismissed but, after winning an appeal shortly afterwards, has been reopened.

75

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/9cvtk1u3ihfbj15/0yirSR3Hxv#lh:null-Prodein.%20Deportaciones%20Melilla..mp4
76

http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2013/11/17/actualidad/1384716009_170861.html
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http://www.elfarodigital.es/melilla/sociedad/125261-augc-pide-al-fiscal-general-del-estado-queinvestigue-la-devolucion-de-inmigrantes.html
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•

And the final point, to end this section of the report, is evidence filmed by Prodein
of Moroccan forces entering Spanish territory on Friday 28th March to apprehend
several immigrants who had managed to get across the fence78.

16.1 Spanish-Moroccan readmission agreements and Isla de Tierra
On 13th February 1992, the “Agreement between the Kingdom of Spain and the
Kingdom of Morocco concerning the movement of people, transit and readmission of
foreigners entering the country illegally” (BOE no.100 of 25th April 199279) was signed
in Madrid, but the agreement did not formally come into force until 21st October 2012
(BOE no.299 of 13th December 201280).
The justification for the 20 year delay of the commencement of the agreement was
that, until last 21st October, the requirements established by Article 16 had not been
fulfilled, that is to say, the passing of “thirty days, after which the contracting parties
would be notified of the fulfilment of the constitutional requirements for the ratification
of the agreement”. However, it must be pointed out that the same provision established
that “the Agreement will be provisionally applied from the date of signing. The term
of this agreement will be three years, renewable by tacit agreement for periods of the
same duration”. This determined, for practical purposes, how this international treaty
was to be applied as of 13 February 1992, despite its “provisional” nature.
It is important to note the specific time that this treaty came into effect; just as 73
migrants, who had easily entered Isla de Tierra by swimming there at low tide, had
been expelled in the early hours of 4th September 201281.
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http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/2100348/0/prodein/denuncia-soldados-marroquies/valla-melilla/
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http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/1992/04/25/pdfs/A13969-13970.pdf
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http://www.boe.es/boe/dias/1992/05/30/pdfs/A18417-18417.pdf
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Isla de Tierra (which, along with Isla de Mar and the Peñón de Alhucemas, form the archipelago of the
Alhucemas Islands) is one of the “Rocks” of Spanish sovereign territory on the Moroccan coast, close to the
Chafarinas Islands, Peñón de Vélez de la Gomera and the famous island of Perejil. Both Isla de Tierra and
Isla de Mar are uninhabited and have no buildings. Isla de Tierra rises to some 11 metres above sea level
and lies 50 metres from the Moroccan coast.
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Evacuation of immigrants from Isla de Tierra. EFE

Spain agreed with Morocco to implement the bilateral agreement, which both
countries signed in 1992, providing for the readmission of “illegal” immigrants. No
proper procedure was specified for these returns, nor were the returnees allowed
access to lawyers or allowed to apply for asylum.
The response of the Secretary of State for Security acknowledged that the legal
procedures for cases of the interception of foreign nationals attempting to illegally
enter Spanish territory had not been applied, claiming that “an agreement had been
reached with his counterparts for the joint management of the humanitarian crisis”.
The arguments offered by the Administration are not consistent with the law, based on
the following considerations:
•

Given the circumstances of time and space described (darkness, rough seas,
wind…) it was physically impossible for the forces acting to compile a list of
identity papers and nationalities…” Immigrants remained in the custody of the
Spanish authorities from 29th August until 4th September. Several times during that
week members of the Civil Guard and the Army were in contact with immigrants.
In fact, 16 of those considered to be the most vulnerable were transported to
Melilla by helicopter, in separate operations. Therefore, the explanation offered
is insufficient as there would have been more than enough time to have drawn up
a list and have ascertained at the very least whether any of these people were in
need of international protection.

•

• “Nor does it appear that any application for asylum or legal help was asked
for at that time”. The absence of formal procedures, which the Administration
itself admits, makes it impossible to give any weight to the preceding statement.
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It is precisely the lack of procedures that are the main themes of the complaints
and the reason why the European Commissioner for Home Affairs addressed the
Spanish Government, and is the reason why the actions of the Administration
cannot be considered appropriate.
¿What should the Administration have done? It could have transferred the group of
immigrants to Melilla (as it did with 16 of them), handed them over to the National
Police Force and ordered their return to Morocco in accordance with of the SpanishMoroccan Bilateral Agreement for the readmission of foreigners in an irregular situation.
Morocco should have returned these people to their country of origin, in accordance
with Article 5 of the Bilateral Convention between both countries, in which it is
expected that the State (Morocco) would make certain that the returnees would return
to their country of origin. These 73 people did not have access to any legal process to
request asylum, nor could they exercise their rights, instead they were taken in buses
to the Algerian border. Two Cameroon nationals, Emmanuelle Mahop and Denis Hiondi,
who were part of this group, have taken the Spanish State to the European Court
of Human Rights on the grounds that they were subjected to collective expulsion,
“expressly prohibited by the European Convention on Human Rights” to a country
“where Human Rights are being systematically violated»82.

16.2 The Spanish-Moroccan readmission agreement does not provide for returns
without guarantees.
Finally, we believe that it is necessary to emphasise that the wording of the agreement,
to which we are referring in this report, did not envisage the type of returns that
took place in the case of Isla de Tierra, nor did it set out to allow a generalized
practice of permitting expulsions “without any administrative process”. Specifically
the agreement provides for, amongst others, the following requirements, which were
not met in the aforementioned situations:
•

As a general rule, the agreement does not allow for any exemption for the
participating States from the obligation to comply with their own internal return
procedures.

•

Article 1 of the agreement requires a “formal request” for readmission and Article
2 states that “the application for readmission … shall contain all available data
relating to the identity, the personal documents that the foreigner may possess and
the conditions of his/her illegal entry into the territory of the requesting State, as
well as any other information available. When the readmission is accepted, this is
documented by … a certificate or any other document stating the identity of the
alien in question …”

82
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http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2012/09/02/actualidad/1346618474_827215.html

•

In the case of transit for expulsion to third countries Article 6 establishes the
requirement that “the continuation of the journey and the admission to the
destination State is fully guaranteed” and Article 8 expressly states that “the
transit for expulsion may be denied... When the foreigner faces the risk of
suffering ill treatment in the destination State”.

•

Finally the treaty envisages the establishment of a Spanish-Moroccan joint
committee for the resolution of “contentious cases” arising from its implementation
(Art. 11) and a “list of border posts where readmission and entry for transit can
take place” (Art. 14), which to this day has yet to be published.

Therefore the returns carried out by the Spanish State to Morocco must be considered
to have taken place outside of the agreement, violating the provisions of Article 58
LO 4/2000 and Art. 23 RD 557/2011, which also applies to those returns where the
expelled people have not been identified individually, those which have taken place
without a formal application or a certificate of “reception”, and those, in the case of
transit to a third country that has not guaranteed continuity of the journey to the final
destination and did not guarantee the protection of the Human Rights of the people
returned to a third State. We consider that the cases analysed here were in breach of
the agreement.

17. Un fantasma recorre Europa: la invasión de las fronteras de Ceuta y Melilla
The tightening of Spanish policies with respect to immigrants attempting to enter
Ceuta and Melilla appears to be the response to a fear of an imagined Sub-Saharan
invasion. It is said that up to 80,000 Sub-Saharans are waiting to scale the fence. But
this is not the reality we are facing. In reality we are faced with deadly barbed wire
and a vitriolic misinformation campaign which is repeatedly launched from the highest
levels of government at every opportunity and during every moment of tension at the
border of either city.
Jumping the fences is no Olympic sport. The fences were designed, and increasingly
developed, to deter, intimidate, and injure anyone who tries to cross them. This
is a exclusively “securitization” perspective; they are necessary - so it is said - to
“guarantee our safety”, but they have been shown to be incompatible with respect for
Human Rights and go a long way beyond simple border control.
The number of immigrants detained in Ceuta and Melilla in recent years are as follows
(figures from Ministry of the Interior, except for 2013 which is monitoring data from
APDHA83).
83
The only “official” data obtained from 2013, when this report was written, is that the Civil Guard claimed
that 4,235 people had entered, until November 2013. Published 21st February..
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There has certainly been an increase in the influx of immigrants into Ceuta and Melilla
between 2011 and 2013. There are a number of factors that have brought about this
slight increase:
-

Undoubtedly, the consistently bleak future that is faced by young Africans and the
lack of prospects for the any future change in the situation, or any prospect that
it will be resolved.

-

This endemic and structural situation of recent years, which has resulted in the
exponential increase in conflicts and wars, such as the civil conflict and subsequent military intervention of the French in Mali, which has resulted in tens of
thousands of displaced people84.

-

The almost complete closure of routes to the Canaries as a result of the increased
externalisation of European border control to Morocco, Mauritania and Senegal.

-

Similarly, the increasing difficulty in crossing the Straits of Gibraltar without being detected and detained, especially as a result of the increased involvement of
Moroccan naval forces who in the past year have stopped more immigrants than
those who have managed to make it to Spanish shores85.

84
85

http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2013/01/22/internacional/1358860678.html

On 31st October, the Government Representative (Vice-Minister) of the Moroccan Interior Ministry,
Charki Drais, said in Parliament that, as of that date, the law enforcement services had prevented 19,500
“illegal emigration attempts”
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-

And last, but not least, the dreadful harassment and persecution that the SubSaharan people are subjected to in Morocco, leading them into a situation of
absolute despair86.

When considering the pressure on the fences it is necessary to take into account that
the total number of people entering Ceuta and Melilla is not only counted in terms of
those who scale the fence, but also those who arrive by swimming (such as those of
6th February in Ceuta), those (mainly Syrians and Algerians) who enter at authorized
border crossing points hidden amongst the tens of thousands of other people who
pass there every day, arrivals in pateras and small leisure boats and those who cross
the border hidden in cars. According to monitoring data from APDHA the approximate
percentages of entry into both cities, by mode of entry, is approximately as follows:

The situation is different in each city. The topography of Ceuta results in fewer
attempts on the fence and more frequent attempts by swimming via El Tarajal and
Benzú as well as in rubber dinghies.
Swimming into Melilla, on the other hand, is almost impossible and the currents make
it difficult to arrive by rubber dinghy, therefore it is more usual to use large inflatable
launches or to climb the fence. In both cities entry can also be achieved at authorized
border crossing points, either hidden amongst the crowds of other people, or in motor
vehicles.

86

See for example the report from Médecins Sans Frontières
http://www.atrapadosenmarruecos.org/doc/informemarruecos2013_cast.pdf
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The different means of access to Ceuta and Melilla

But regardless of the above, and despite the dramatic situation and the terrible scenes
we see on a daily basis and despite the serious violations of Human Rights, the influx of
immigrants into Ceuta and Melilla has increased beyond the figure of 2005 (more than
5,500) and even more than the 15,000 who were transferred to the mainland between
1996 and 1999.
However, these figures are a mere drop in the ocean compared to the 104,000
immigrants who arrived in Europe across all its borders, according to Gil Arias, Deputy
Executive Director of Frontex87.
Nevertheless, a toxic indoctrination campaign has been launched to create the public
perception that we are facing a veritable tsunami of immigrants, against which we can
only protect ourselves with the most heavy-handed and expedient methods, regardless
of the cost in human lives and suffering.
This was already being worked on throughout 2013. For example, the statement
last December from the Chief of Police, Ignacio Cosidó, in which he announced that
6,246 criminals engaged in illegal trafficking of immigrants had been arrested88.
6,246 criminals? Had they arrested more criminals engaged in trafficking than the
total number of people who had allegedly been trafficked? No one benefits from these
inconsistencies, but clearly somebody is lying about something.
There are further examples of contradictions. At the end of December 2013, Lieutenant
Colonel Eduardo Lobo, of the Civil Guard’s Coastal and Border Maritime Surveillance
Coordination Centre, compared the entry figures for 2013 with those of 2012, which
were said to have been 4,38189. But the official figures for 2012 as supplied by the
87
http://www.euractiv.es/entrevistas/entrevista=335 . . See map in the section of this report relating to
Migratory Balance
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http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/2009478/0/inmigrantes/irregulares/2013/
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http://www.20minutos.es/noticia/2017357/0/estanca-entrada/inmigrantes-mar/repunta-ceuta-melilla/
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Ministry of the Interior90 had been 6,645 for the same area referred to by Lieutenant
Colonel Lobo. Which should we believe?
In reality, all this is part of a well-orchestrated campaign of confusion and indoctrination.
Something that seems especially worrying has been the recent statements from the
Interior Ministry, which declared that there were 80,000 Sub-Saharans91 waiting
throughout Morocco to get over the fences. This has been done the collaboration of
much of the media, who have shown little desire to contradict the misleading figures
of the Interior Ministry. In fact, it has been shown that there are no more than 20,000
foreigners in Morocco92.
The Chief of the Brigade of Alien Affairs in Ceuta continues to put into question
the most recurrent misinformation about criminal mafias who throw poor, deluded
immigrants onto the barbed wire to die. “It is impossible that there are mafias behind
the floods of immigrants”93.
In the meantime, incidents at the fences and consequent violations of Human Rights
continue. To summarise this year’s attempts and headlines:
°

In April 2013, a group of about 200 people attempted to scale the fence and
around 50 succeeded94.

°

In June 2013, a group of about 300 people attempted to scale the fence and
around 100 succeeded95.

90
www.interior.gob.es/documents/10180/1208797/Balance+2012+de+la+lucha+contra+la+inmigraci%C3
%B3n+irregular.pdf
91
http://www.publico.es/politica/505720/interior-afirma-que-hay-80-000-inmigrantes-ilegales-esperandopara-pasar-a-espana
92
According to the Moroccan Interior Ministry there were between 10,000 and 15,000 Sub-Saharan
people residing in Morocco in 2010, (Khachani M, Projet De Recherche Faire Des Migrations Un Facteur De
Developpement : Une Etude Sur L’afrique Du Nord Et L’afrique de L’ouest, Organisation internationale du
Travail, Institut international d’études sociales, 2010). These figures do not appear to have changed considerably during 2013, for which the estimate is between 10,000 and 20,000 (Les statistiques de l’immigration
clandestine font polémique : Les données officielles n’incluent ni les détentions et reconduites aux frontières ni les refoulements collectifs. www.Libe.ma, 9/11/2013).
93
Ramón Caudevilla, exjefe de extranjería de Ceuta en El Faro: http://elfarodigital.es/ceuta/
politica/141995-detras-de-las-avalanchas-es-imposible-que-haya-mafias.html
94

El líder opositor de Melilla refugia en su casa a 30 inmigrantes que saltaron la valla, El País, 26/04/2013.

95

Un centenar de inmigrantes entra en Melilla en un salto masivo de la valla, El País, 26/06/2013.
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°

In July 2013, a group of about 100 people attempted to scale the fence and
around 40 succeeded96. Three journalists were arrested while covering the
incident97.

°

In November 2013, a group of between 150 and 200 people managed to enter Melilla via the fence98. One person died during the attempt, falling from
the top of the fence99.

°

In December 2013, a group of around 100 people attempted to scale the
fence but were prevented by the intervention of the Civil Guard100.

°

Between January and February 2014, hundreds of people attempted to scale
the fence and about 600 managed to do so101.

Last 18th March, about 500 Sub-Saharans, of the 1,100 who attempted to scale the
fence, manage to enter Melilla. Once they were in Melilla, they headed for the CETI
which is now holding some 1,900 immigrants, although its holding capacity is only 480.

Tents in the vicinity of the CETI in Melilla. Photo Maite Quevedo

Faced with this emergency situation, the Army has erected a number of tents in order
to house them. These events have once again drawn attention to the dangerous nature
of the razor wire, which causes severe injuries to the immigrants, as evidenced by
96

40 inmigrantes consiguen entrar en la ciudad, El Mundo, 09/07/2013.

97

El corresponsal de Periodismo Humano en Melilla detenido, incomunicado y denunciado cuando cubría
un salto a la valla, Periodismo Humano, 09/07/2013.
98

Nuevo asalto a la valla de Melilla antes de instalarse las cuchillas, Europa Press, 5 de noviembre de 2013

99

Muere un subsahariano en un salto masivo a la valla de Melilla, El País, 5 de noviembre de 2013

100

Unos 1.000 inmigrantes intentan saltar la valla de Melilla, El País, 17/12/2013.

101

El CETI de Melilla se desborda tras el salto de la valla de otros 200 inmigrantes, El País, 28/02/2014.
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many photographs and testimonies. And once again, as in the movie “Groundhog Day”,
the response of the Spanish and Moroccan governments has been further reinforcement
of the borders. Fearing daily attempts on the fences, the Spanish Interior Minister
decided to increase the troops in Melilla , sending 100 riot police and 20 Civil Guards102.
For its part, Morocco, fearing another massive “assault” by the immigrants, decided to
close the border with Melilla on 22nd March and has begun to construct its own wall,
50 metres from the Spanish barbed wire103.
These facts were picked up immediately to bolster the campaign of media indoctrination
in order to, as explained above, influence public opinion into passively accepting any
measures regardless of the increase in Human Rights violations.
What is never widely reported, except in very serious cases such as that of last 6th
February, is the number of people who have lost their lives attempting to enter Ceuta
and Melilla in recent years.
According to monitoring carried out annually by APDHA, in recent years, 174 people
have lost their lives as a direct result of attempting to enter Ceuta and Melilla by one
means or another, or as a result of the response of Moroccan forces in the area.
Let us take a single, terrible example of what happens on the “other side of the
fence”. We are referring to the raid carried out by Moroccan forces on 20th July last
year on mount Gurugú104. 3300 elite officers of the Moroccan military were ordered to
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http://www.elmundo.es/espana/2014/03/19/532936cc268e3e3e368b456b.html
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http://politica.elpais.com/politica/2014/03/24/actualidad/1395682948_137927.html

104

http://www.eldiario.es/desalambre/Cementerio-norte_0_176382599.html
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thoroughly clean up the area. Expanding bullets, metal bars instead of truncheons,
stones thrown at high velocity and flares. Camps razed to the ground, five deaths,
seven children separated from their mothers and an 8-month-old baby with a burnt
arm.
Four hundred people expelled into the desert (40 with serious injuries), at least eight
dead (one of whom was legally resident in Morocco) one minor raped, six eyes knocked
out of their sockets, bleeding wounds, broken jaws, broken legs, dislocated shoulders,
teeth knocked out, two forest fires and documents burnt to cinders, including refugee
cards and asylum applications.

18. Some conclusions and proposals
Ceuta and Melilla form the only terrestrial border between the European Union and
Africa. Neither Spain nor the European Union itself has been able to deal with this
unusual situation effectively. An unusual situation which creates a great deal of
conflict between Spanish Christians and Muslims, but which, moreover, has become the
gateway to Europe for Sub-Saharan immigration, which our governments have always
seen in terms of conflict, incapable of managing this structural phenomenon between
Africa and Europe democratically and with respect for Human Rights, and integral to
the geopolitical situation of both cities.
Indeed, with regard to Sub-Saharan immigration, the response has always been the
same. This report gives an account of 20 years of reinforcement of border controls,
of police and military deployment, of increasingly higher and more complex security
fences, of the investment of millions of euros, of the implementation of new and
sophisticated technological systems, of helicopters and patrol boats … Always more
of the same and, as in “Groundhog Day”, we hear the reiteration the same messages
warning us of imminent invasion, the same campaigns of indoctrination and the
repetition of the same solutions, whose success is always just around the corner.
From a Human Rights point of view, the current model of migration “management”
causes serious violations of these Rights, resulting in the enormous suffering, and even
death, of those people who attempt to exercise their right to seek a better life. For
this, they are immoral and inhuman policies. But even from a purely instrumental
perspective, this “model” not only fails to correspond to reality, but denies and
therefore shows itself to be incapable of dealing with the migratory phenomenon.
And this reality shows us that Ceuta and Melilla constitute the border between the
most unequally rich and poor people on the planet. Spain beats all records of inequality
with its neighbours: the GDP of Spain, with 47 million inhabitants, is higher than the
aggregate of the 53 African countries with their 1.3 billion inhabitants. Our country
holds the world record of inequality in relation to its neighbours. Not even the gap
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between the United States and Mexico is as great105.
“The assaults [on the borders] cannot be explained as conspiracies or anything of
that sort. The Africans know about the level of inequality that exists between Europe
and their countries of origin. That’s why they come”106. The attempts to cross these
borders, in one way or another, will not cease. Even as innocent people are dying, the
fences are being raised even higher, razor wire is being installed, the number of fences
are being doubled or tripled, trenches are being dug. As much as they are driven to
despair by the already extreme heavy-handedness of the security forces on both sides,
they will continue to attempt to come.
And that is why it is impossible to deal with a phenomenon like this solely by means
of repression and police control. Migration is an inherently human behaviour, it is
a structural phenomenon, which today is rooted in the deep inequalities on the
planet. Current policies are condemned to failure because they are based on populist,
xenophobic and demagogic discourse, rather than in reality and social necessity. We
have said it hundreds of times; the search for a better future cannot be curtailed with
barbed wire. Sooner or later it will be pulled down by life itself.
Therefore, current migration policies, of a war against immigrants, provide no
solutions. A profound change of logic is required, as APDHA has been saying throughout
all these years.
The first step of this logic is to accept that there are no shortcuts to scrupulous respect
for Human Rights. There is no National Interest nor border control requirement that
can justify the serious violations of Human Rights carried out by our Government or
those of Morocco or the European Union.
A change of course is required, a new direction. The organisations that make up
Migreurop in Spain, whose aim is to facilitate access to the EU for the majority of
people who currently find themselves caught up in the infernal dynamics which we
have been describing in this report, have proposed that the European Union and Spain
set about initiating actions such as the following:
1)      Facilitating the regularization of these people. There is a procedure in place in
Morocco which could accommodate them, if the requirements were modified.
2)
Facilitate and guarantee the arrival into the EU of asylum seekers who are eligible to apply for international protection.
3)
Apply broader family reunification criteria to allow entry into the EU to those
who have relatives residing there, granting visas for temporary stay.
105

http://www.publico.es/actualidad/503334/ceuta-y-melilla-la-frontera-entre-ricos-y-pobres-mas- desigual-del-mundo
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Iñigo Moré, quoted by Público from his book The Borders of Inequality. Cited above.
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4)
Grant a significant number of visas to the African countries from which these
people originate.
We believe that these measures, put in place alongside existing administrative
procedures, would not pose a significant problem for the EU. Let us not forget that
more people enter through European airports every day than manage to traverse the
southern wall of Fortress Europe. Obviously, measures such as these will not deal with
all the problems which arise from the inhuman immigration policies of the EU.
Why not, therefore, create a sufficiently representative Bureau of Organisations and
Institutions? Its function would be to deal with the various national, community and
international bodies with responsibility for the definition of migration policies. We
believe that this proposal from Migreurop Spain, which includes APDHA, is sufficiently
practical and useful to be able to minimise the drama through which we are living on
a daily basis.
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III. The Southern
Balance 2013

Border

Migratory

We always knew it. Even they knew it; the sinister men in black who govern Europe
and who dictate these dreadful policies that defeat us all. But if there was any shred
of doubt remaining, the tragic deaths of hundreds of people in Lampedusa in October
last year put an end to any doubt: no one can stem the tide and fences cannot be
erected in the sea.
Hundreds of thousands of people who are denied everything, including a future,
attempt to arrive in what they believe to be a land of opportunity, dignity and rights.
But it is not. Europe has become a land which has lost the dignity of the values that
give it life. A land that, petrified by fear, attempts to slam the door in the face of
poverty. But it is a futile exercise. Human beings full of courage, determination and
dignity will continue to try to make a better future for themselves. And this cannot
be stopped.
During 2013, according to the data of arrivals and detentions monitored daily by the
Asociación Pro Derechos Humanos de Andalucía (APDHA), 7,550 people managed, at
great personal cost, to cross Spain’s southern border, which has become the southern
wall of Fortress Europe. Many fell by the wayside and for many more there was no news
of their final destination.
At the time of writing this report at the end of March 2014, the Government had
still not supplied official figures for what they refer to as the “Balance sheet of the
fight against illegal immigration”. And those figures released by various authorities
and security forces, such as the Government Representatives of Ceuta and Melilla, the
Government Sub-Delegate in Cadiz, the Directorate of the Civil Guard, the Maritime
Rescue, are partial and in most cases contradict one another and official figures from
the Interior Ministry for previous years.
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Those 7,550 people who managed to cross the southern border arrived in Ceuta and
Melilla, the “Rocks”, the Spanish mainland, the Canaries and the Balearics. But this
does not include those who were intercepted in Morocco, Algeria, or Mauritania.
Arrivals in Spain increased by 7.39% with respect to 2012 (6,692 people were detained
in 2012), including all the coastline and southern borders of Spain (entry across the
land borders from France or Portugal or through airports are not included because they
are not the subject of this report).
The historical evolution of arrivals in recent years (again, according to monitoring data
from APDHA) was as follows:

Despite the increase which has been gradually been taking place since 2010, these
figures are fairly small compared to years such as 2005 (39,180), or those between the
years 1995 and 2000 and very much smaller than the 104,000 entries estimated by the
agency Frontex for all of Europe during 2013107, when Spain was only the fourth largest
route of entry, after Italy, Greece and Bulgaria. The chart which appears below is a
compilation of data supplied by Gil Arias, the Assistant Director of Frontex108
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http://www.euractiv.es/entrevistas/entrevista=335 Frontex no ha hecho aún público su informe oficial
correspondiente a 2013.
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http://www.cadenaser.com/sociedad/articulo/aumenta-32-llegada-irregular-inmigrantes-unioneuropea/csrcsrpor/20131231csrcsrsoc_1/Tes
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These figures show that the hysterical government campaign to stigmatize the arrival
of immigrants as an avalanche, invasion, or critical situation, is nothing more than an
indoctrination exercise, the only object of which is to generate a public opinion that
accepts without question repressive measures and violations of human rights with total
disregard for the migrants themselves.
With regard to what we are referring to as the Southern Border, migrants arriving in
Spain according to point of entry, were as follows.
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As can be seen in the above chart, there were no significant changes in arrivals via the
Levant (eastern Spain) or the Canaries. In Andalusia, however, there was a decrease of
19.67% in comparison with 2012. Conversely, there has been a considerable increase in
entry through Ceuta and Melilla, rising from 2,861 to 4,354, an increase of 52.2%. We
shall now analyse these two areas of arrival in greater detail.
In the case of Andalusia, the decrease relates principally to the provinces of Granada and
Almeria with, on the other hand, a slight rise in the province of Cadiz. Undoubtedly, the
reason for this is the greater difficulty in gaining access to large boats to set off from the
regions of Nador and Alhucemas to cross the Alboran Sea, and conversely the greater ease
of buying the small, rubber dinghies frequently used to cross the Straits of Gibraltar.
Also significant is the increased surveillance by Frontex in the Alboran Sea and the
relative ease in avoiding the security devices of SIVE in the Straits by using small
pleasure boats. It is worth noting that it is possible to observe a decrease in activity
by various mafias and traffickers, for all the same reasons, as has been pointed out by
Ramón Caudevilla, ex-Director of the Aliens Police in Ceuta109

CAs has been noted previously, in the case of Ceuta and Melilla, there has, however,
been a considerable increase in arrivals (although these figures are in themselves of
little or no significance). The most notable increase has been in Ceuta, rising from
756 arrivals in 2012 to 1,846 in 2013. In other words, an increase of 2.5 times… To
what extent was the disproportionate reaction of the Civil Guard on 6th February
influenced by its attempt to reduce “by any means possible” this increase, which
had been occurring throughout 2013? In Melilla there was also an increase, but it was
smaller, only 16%.
109

http://elfarodigital.es/ceuta/politica/141995-detras-de-las-avalanchas-es-imposible-que-haya-mafias.
html
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In any case, it is necessary to take into account that a large part of Sub-Saharan
immigration is intercepted by Morocco and Algeria, where there has been exponential
growth in their roles as gendarmerie countries for the European borders, fully accepting
the externalisation of border control policies and the neighbourhood policies of the
EU, in exchange for significant economic and political agreements.
According to the data we have been able to collect, bearing in mind the difficulties
in obtaining reliable information in either country, Morocco intercepted 2,300 people
(not including attempts to scale the fences in Ceuta and Melilla) and Algeria, for its
part, 1,105.
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However, on 31st October, the Moroccan Interior Minister, Charki Drais, stated in the
Moroccan parliament that the police services had prevented around 19,500 “attempts
at illegal immigration”, presumably into Spain, since the beginning of the year until
the middle of October, of which the majority (15,540) were attempts by foreigners110.
The methods of entry have continued to be the same as usual.

The evolution of the methods of entry has also been analysed in this research
undertaken by APDHA. It should be noted that “jumping the fence” only accounts for
15.75% of the total entries at the Southern Border and has only shown a slight increase
relative to 2012. On the other hand, there has been a distinct increase in the number
of people who entered Ceuta and Melilla at authorized border crossing points (8.16%
of the total). The reason for this increase is undoubtedly that these are people of
Algerian or Syrian origin who enter hidden amongst the thousands of others who cross
the Ceuta and Melilla borders daily.
As noted above, there has been no considerable increase for the method of entry of
scaling the fence and likewise for entry by rubber dinghy, especially in the province
of Cadiz, but also in Ceuta; whereas the use of large pateras and inflatable boats has
decreased, with a corresponding decrease in the role of the so-called “mafias”, in the
process.
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http://www.abc.es/agencias/noticia.asp?noticia=1525629
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Rubber dinghy in the Straights of Gibraltar. Photo AFP

With regard to the origins of the people who arrived in Spain (and were detained),
their distribution according to APDHA’s monitoring data is approximately as follows:
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The “other” section is made up largely of citizens of Syrian origin who form a significant
part of those who are in the CETIs of Ceuta and Melilla, and who enter at the border
crossing points, taking advantage of the enormous movement of people at the borders.
On 13th February 2014, for example, in an act of humanitarian solidarity by our
Government111, the border at Beni Enzar in Melilla was closed to prevent the entry of
“numerous” Syrian citizens, fleeing from the war in their country and who had crossed
North Africa in an attempt to enter the Spanish cities of Ceuta and Melilla, with the
intention of getting to Europe to seek asylum112.
At the beginning of 2014, it was decided to transfer from Melilla to the mainland a
total of 217 Syrians, who had camped out in the city centre to protest about their
situation and the prolongation of their stay in the CETI113

111

In total, 2.3 million people have fled from Syria, the majority seeking refuge in the neighbouring countries of Turkey, Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, and Egypt. Only a small proportion (24,110 people in 2012) have addressed their applications to a European country. According to data from the Comisión Española de Ayuda
al Refugiado (CEAR), last year only 255 people managed to arrive in Spain and request protection
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http://www.elperiodico.com/es/noticias/sucesos-y-tribunales/espana-cierra-unas-horas-frontera-melilla-para-evitar-entrada-ilegal-inmigrantes-sirios-3100498
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http://www.publico.es/actualidad/492734/la-policia-trasladara-a-la-peninsula-a-217-sirios-del-ceti-demelilla
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Banner at the Syrian encampment in Melilla. Photo J. Blasco Avellaneda

As well as the increase in Syrian citizens, there was an increase in people of Algerian
origin, whereas there was a decrease in Moroccans

The total number of women arriving in our country decreased during 2013, from 6.13%
in 2012 to 4.11% in 2013. This may be related to the changes in methods of entry. It
is usually less common for Sub-Saharan women to use the methods of the inflatable
dinghy and, of course, climbing the fence..
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Death by Profile
Federico García Lorca coined the expression “morir de perfil” (death by profile) for
those who meet their death in the course of the characteristic activity of their life:
the bullfighter dies in the bullring, the bandit at the hands of the Civil Guard, the
soldier on the field of battle … on our Southern Border, the immigrant dies in the
waters of the Straits, the death of a “wetback”
It is surprising that, as far as APDHA has been able to ascertain, a significantly smaller
number of people have lost their lives or have disappeared in comparison to 2012.
Then there were 225, this year there were “only” 130. And we say surprising, because
the methods of entry are increasingly more precarious and dangerous, due to the
proliferation of prevention and control systems.
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We stress that it is impossible to know with certainty how many people have lost their
lives, especially in the Sahel. As an example, not accounted for in the figures so far
presented, last 30th October at least five Nigerian immigrants died of thirst and more
than thirty disappeared in the desert of Niger after the vehicle in which they were
travelling broke down in the middle of the desert between the settlements of Arlit
and Assamaka, the latter on the Algerian border. This was the second incident of this
type which had been “discovered” in less than a month, because at the beginning of
October another seven immigrants perished from thirst after the vehicle that was
transporting them broke down in a desert area114.
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http://www.elfarodigital.es/melilla/sucesos/133904-mas-de-30-de-inmigrantes-desaparecidos-y-5muertos-en-el-desierto-de-niger.html
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The body of one of the immigrants drowned in Ceuta last 6th February. Photo AFP

With regard to the areas where immigrants have lost their lives, see the following
chart:
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Many analysts are attempting to monitor the deaths which are continuing to occur at
the gates of Fortress Europe. Below, we present two charts illustrating just how much
the borders of Fortress Europe are becoming veritable graveyards. An interactive map
from Le Monde Diplomatique can be found at the following location:
http://www.monde-diplomatique.fr/carnet/2014-03-31-morts-aux-frontieres
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sede andaluza:
C/ Blanco White 5, cp. 41018 Sevilla
T. 954 53 62 70 / andalucia@apdha.org
www.apdha.org - www.facebook.com/apdha - www.twitter.com/apdha

delegaciones:
• Almería >
C/Capitán García Andujar 2, 1º izq,
cp.04003. T. 618 93 25 18,
almeria@apdha.org

• Campo de Gibraltar >
Plaza Rafael Montoya Joya, bloque II, local
5, cp.11207 Algeciras.
campogibraltar@apdha.org

• Bahía de Cádiz >

• Córdoba >
Musico Francisco de Salinas, Local 10,
cp.14011. T. 957 40 43 73,
cordoba@apdha.org

San Fernando: C/ Real 175, cp.11100. T.
956 88 28 56, sanfernando@apdha.org
Puerto Real: C/ San Alejandro 2, 1º. cp.
11510. T. 956 47 47 60,
puertoreal@apdha.org
Chiclana: C/Ancla s/n, Centro Cívico El
Cerrillo. cp.11130. T. 956 49 01 96,
chiclana@apdha.org
Puerto de Santa María: C/ Gatona 7,
cp.11500. T. 956 87 60 86,
elpuertodesantamaria@apdha.org
Conil: Plaza de Santa Catalina 1,
cp.11140. conil@apdha.org
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• Granada >
C/Portería de Santa Paula s/n, sótano,
cp.18001. T. 958 52 00 23,
granada@apdha.org
• Huelva > Avda. de Andalucia 11, Bajos,
cp.21004. T. 959 26 02 54,
huelva@apdha.org
• Málaga >
C/Empecinado 1, bajo. cp.29013.
T. 952 26 89 03, malaga@apdha.org
• Sevilla >
C/Blanco White 5, acc.A, cp.41018.
T. 954 53 79 65, sevilla@apdha.org

Foto Portada: José Palazón (PRODEIN)

Cádiz: Av. de la Constitución de 1812, nº1,
entreplanta A, cp.11008. T.956 22 85 11,
cadiz@apdha.org

